What is the Call Number for These Fiction Books?

What would be the Call Number for these well-known Fiction Books? A sample has been done for you.

A Long Way from Chicago by Richard Peck          ___FIC  PEC___
Moon Over Manifest by Clare Vanderpool            ____________ (FIC  VAN)
Out of My Mind by Sharon Draper                    ____________ (FIC  DRA)
Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea                 ____________ (FIC  BUY)
Erak’s Ransom by John Flanagan                     ____________ (FIC  FLA)
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever by Jeff Kinney   ____________ (FIC  KIN)
H.I.V.E.: Escape Velocity by Mark Walden           ____________ (FIC  WAL)
Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli                         ____________ (FIC  SPI)
Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson         ____________ (FIC  PAT)
The Maze of Bones by Rick Riordan                  ____________ (FIC  RIO)
Among the Brave by Margaret Haddix                 ____________ (FIC  HAD)
The Mysterious Benedict Society by Trenton Stewart ____________ (FIC  STE)
The White Giraffe by Lauren St. John               ____________ (FIC STJ or ST)
Emily’s Fortune by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor          ____________ (FIC  NAY)
Sammy Keyes by Wendelin Van Draanen                ____________ (FIC  VAN)
The Maze Runner by James Dashner                    ____________ (FIC  DAS)
The Wednesday Wars By Gary Schmidt                  ____________ (FIC  SCH)